
USA Swimming/NJ Swimming Swim Meets 101 

 

This is a general list of things swimmers and parents will need to do at their swim meets. This is a guideline 

for swimmer and parent expectations. 

Warm Ups/Signing in before meet 

 Please arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled warm up time and have swimmer(s) check in with 

the coach. If swimmers are running late please text the coach. If swimmers are missing the meet 

please let the coach know before the meet so they can scratch the swimmer. 

 Swimmers should find the team area where all swimmers will sit. Parents might be in a different 

section. 

 If a swimmer wants to scratch an event, they will need to talk to the coach about why. As there 

are no refunds for scratching events, swimmers are encouraged to participate in the events they 

signed up for. 

 Swimmers need to check to see if they are in relays. 

 Purchase a heat sheet or download “Meet Mobile” and pay $5 per month to get access to meets. 

Swimmers should write down all events they are in, usually in marker on their hand or arm. 

 Swimmers will warm up with the team and after warm ups return to the team area where they 

will do a team cheer. 

 The meet will start shorty after warm ups. If the swimmer is in the first event, they should get 

their heat and lane, and line up either in the marshalling area or behind the blocks (depending on 

the meet, there might be a marshalling area for swimmers to line up).  

 

Meet Starts 

Swimmer Role 

 Swimmers will need to get their heat and lane before every race. They should look a couple events 

before their event starts.  

 Once they have their heat and lane, swimmers should check in with the coach before their race 

to go over racing strategy and preparation.  

 After the race, swimmers should get their times from the timers, come and talk to their coach 

about what they did well, and what they can work on, and then cool down. Sometimes a coach 

might have a swimmer cool down and then come talk to the coach. 

 Swimmers should then return to the team area where they can relax and stay warm until their 

next race. 

 Swimmers are recommended to eat healthy snacks throughout the meet. 

 Once swimmers are done with all their events and relays, they should check in with the coaches 

before they leave. 

Parent Role 

 Parents should be supportive throughout the meet regardless of outcome. 



 Coaches recommend the parents just give them positive encouragement. Leave the coaching to 

the coaches. 

 Parents should provide healthy snacks, make sure their swimmers are properly hydrated, and 

provide a relaxing area for their swimmers.  

 Double check with their swimmers to make sure if they are in a relay.  

 Parents are only allowed on the Pool Deck if in an official capacity like timing, otherwise they are 

not allowed on deck. 

 Once their swimmers are done with all of their events, have their swimmers check in with the 

coach. 

 Enjoy the meet, encourage your swimmers, and have fun. This is a great time to meet and interact 

with the other families. 


